Analysis

error
label
oper
coperands
opercapacity
(priv_operands)
(3 here)

construct
add_label
add_oper
add_operand
release
"GIVER" policy

pAnalysis
ibuf0, ibufN

analyze

(Scanner.h,.C)

fssa
Mark
Cursor
state
symb
buf

(Scanner.h,.C)

state_type
START
II_1ST_TOKEN
BEFORE_OPERATOR
OPERATOR
BEFORE_OPERAND
OPERAND
AFTER_COMMA
ERROR
DONE

(Scanner.h)

Table

format
type
symbol
state
action

(ch_classes,.C)

WS, SYM, COLON,
COMMA, SEMI,
SINGLEQ, DOUBLEQ
NL, R, ANYOTHER

classify

(int (* action_type)(struct fsa *))

(Actions.h,.C)